FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

TALARI NETWORKS ADDS SEASONED VP
MARKETING TO EXECUTIVE TEAM
Pioneering Vendor of Adaptive Private Networking Adds to World-Class Staff
San Jose, Calif., Feb. 10 — Talari Networks™, the leader in providing high-bandwidth,
high-reliability Enterprise WANs at consumer Internet pricing, today announced that Keith
Morris has joined the company as vice president of marketing. With more than 20 years in
networking industry marketing and engineering roles, Morris provides Talari with his
strong sense of strategic planning in leading the company's marketing, product
management, and business development efforts.
Morris joins Talari Networks from leading multimedia routing technology vendor Ubicom,
where he led the company’s marketing and customer engineering teams. He was formerly
instrumental in developing broadband access strategy at Applied Micro Circuits (AMCC),
helping to secure the company's position as the market share leader in network processors.
Morris joined AMCC by way of its $4.5B acquisition of network processor pioneer MMC
Networks, where Morris helped develop the innovative technology and product strategy
that brought MMC public. Morris holds a Bachelor of Engineering (Honors) degree in
Electronic Computer Systems and a Post Graduate Diploma in Engineering from the
University of Salford, U.K.
“Keith is that rare individual adept at providing vision across market, product, and
technology strategy,” said Andrew Gottlieb, founder and CEO of Talari Networks. “His
experience in developing and sustaining growth in both public and private enterprises,
developing channels, and launching award-winning products will prove invaluable as Talari
builds on its success to date and brings Adaptive Private Networking to a broader market.”
“Talari Networks is bringing Internet economics to business-quality WANs,” said Morris.
“Adaptive Private Networking’s unique ability to substantially lower IT operating costs
without sacrificing reliability makes an important contribution to the marketplace in
today’s difficult business climate.”
About Talari Networks
Talari Networks does for Enterprise WANs what RAID did for storage — delivering a
network with 30 to 100 times the bits per dollar, ongoing WAN costs reduced by 40% to
90%, and greater reliability than existing corporate WANs — bringing Moore's Law and
Internet economics to Enterprise WAN buyers, outsourcers and MSPs for the first time in
15 years. For more information, please visit www.talarinetworks.com.

Talari Networks…Swift and Sure.
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